Oleanna

Mamets ground-breaking and controversial
play on the male-female power struggle,
annotated with an introduction, notes and
commentary. An ear for reproducing
everyday language has long been David
Mamets hallmark and he has now
employed it to skewer the dogmatic,
puritannical streak which has become
commonplace on and off the campus. With
Oleanna he continues an exploration of
male-female conflicts begun with Sexual
Perversity in Chicago in 1974. Oleanna
cogently demonstrates that when free
thought and dialogue are imperilled,
nobody wins. (Michael Wise, Independent)
In Oleanna John and Carol go to it with
hand-to hand combat that amounts to a
primal struggle for power. As usual with
Mamet, the vehicle for that combat is
crackling, highly distilled dialogue
unencumbered by literary frills or phony
theatrical ones. (Frank Rich, International
Herald Tribune)

- 2 min - Uploaded by Video DetectiveOleanna Trailer 1994 Director: David Mamet Starring: Debra Eisentadt, William
H . Macy, Debra Oleanna has 6073 ratings and 245 reviews. Steven said: I like to think that higher education has moved
on from the cesspit of academic arrogance and milDrama William H. Macy and Debra Eisenstadt in Oleanna (1994)
William H. Macy in Oleanna (1994) William H. Macy and Debra Eisenstadt in Oleanna (1994) Debra Experiencing
David Mamets play Oleanna on the stage was one of the most stimulating experiences Ive had in a theater. In two acts,
he - 61 min - Uploaded by RESADMADRIDOLEANNA Guillermo Munoz y Paula Iwasaki Asesor de voz: Vicente
Leon Diseno de iluminacion - 90 min - Uploaded by Francinaldo GomesUm professor universitario recebe no seu
gabinete uma aluna para apreciacao de um Two decades on, the social and sexual landscape described in David
Mamets two-hander has completely altered, writes Alfred Hickling.The Oleanna Community Note includes
chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme list, historical context, author biography and quizzes
Explore the plot and character analysis of the two-person play, Oleanna, a complex drama of miscommunication and
sexual harassment. Heres a little physics puzzle for John, the university professor from David Mamets Oleanna and a
man who practically breaks his neck byOleanna is a two-character play by David Mamet, about the power struggle
between a university professor and one of his female students, who accuses him of - 3 min - Uploaded by
oleannabroadwayBill Pullman and Julia Stiles in a scene from Oleanna, opening on Broadway on October 11 Oleanna
addresses many issues that remain topical on campuses more than two decades after its debut.: Oleanna
(9780822213437): David Mamet: Books. - 72 min - Uploaded by Greg PandelidisDavid Mamets Oleanna Directed by:
Ange Arabatzis The Players: Greg Pandelidis & Melissa Oleanna is a 1994 drama film written and directed by David
Mamet based on his play and starring William H. Macy and Debra Eisenstadt. The film was The best part of this
invigorating and exasperating film of David Mamets 1992 play about a college student who accuses her fortyish
professor: Oleanna: William H. Macy, Debra Eisenstadt, Diego Pineda, Scott Zigler, Andrzej Sekula, David Mamet,
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Barbara Tulliver, Patricia Wolff, Sarah David Mamet despises both the male professor and the female student in his
Oleanna, which is being revived as part of the Source Theatre This focuses upon sexual harassment in academia. John is
a burned out professor with a mid-life crisis. He thinks of leaving his family and the
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